Name of work:- GAMES VILLAGE - CONSTRUCTION OF INTERNAL (WBM) ROAD, PROTECTION WORK AROUND TREES AND
PAINTING COMPOUND WALL
TENDER SCHEDULE
Sl.no.

Qty

Rate in Rs.

Description
Fig.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10000

10

5000

15

35

12

3

CONTRACTOR

m2 Clearing the grass and other overgrowth vegitationand small trees
of girth upto 30cm including rooting out and removal of rubbish up
to a distance of 150m outside the periphery of the area cleared.
Trip Collecting the dried fallen trees and fire wood, stumps etc. from
the yard and stacking places at different locations, conveying by
lorry/tipper and disposing at a distant place pointed out by the
Engineer in charge and stacking conveniently as per direction.
m2 Removing demolished waste materials, debris, excess earth etc.
from the surrounding areas of villas by cutting at an average depth
of 30cm by means of Hydraulic excavator/manual means and
loading using clearing
machinery,
conveying
in tippers
and dumping
low
m3 Dismantling,
away
and carefully
stacking
materialsinuseful
for any thickness of walls of brick, laterite or rubble in cement
mortar including disposal of debris within a distance of 150m.
m3 Earth work excavation in ordinary soil and depositing on bank with
initial lead upto 50m and lift upto 1.5m including breaking clods,
watering, ramming and sectioning of spoil bank etc. complete.

216.78

Words
(Rs. Two hundred and
sixteen & Ps. Seventy
eight only

800.00

Unit

Amount

100m2

21678.00

(Rs. Eight hundred only

Trip

8000.00

25.00

(Rs. Twenty five only

m2

125000.00

700.62

(Rs.Seven hundred & Ps.
Sixty two only

m3

10509.00

1452.39

(Rs. One thousand four
hundred and fifty two &
Ps. Thirty nine only

10m3

5083.00

6407.64

(Rs.Six thousand four
hundred and seven & Ps.
Sixty four only

m3

76892.00

3389.37

(Rs. Three thousand three
hundred and Eighty nine
& Ps. Thirty seven only
m3

10168.00

m3 Cement concrete 1:4:8 using 20mm nominal size broken stone
including fixing the post in position, lines and levels including
conveying, placing,ramming, watering, curing etc. complete.
m3 Random rubble masonry in cement mortar 1:8 for foundation and
basement including cost of materials and all other charges as per
direction.

CHIEF ENGINEER

8

9
10

11

50

35

4611.61

(Rs. Four thousand six
hundred and eleven & Ps.
Sixty one only
m3

100.00

(Rs. One hundred only

m3 Masonry work using Solid Concrete blocks of size 40x20x20cm in
cement mortar 1:8 including all charges.
m3 Filling the gap with earth available at site by cutting using
machinery as per direction

3000 dm3 Casting RCC slab of size 2.00x0.45x0.05 m with cement concrete
mix 1:2:4 using 20mm nominal size broken stone including cost of
all materials,labour for mixing, placing, watering, curing, lifting
and placing in position, fixing etc. complete for slab of seating.
225 kg
Reinforcement work bent, tide and placed in position including all
charges

128.22

7284.74
12

13

215

180

m2 Plastering with cement mortar 1:4, 12mm thick one coat floated
hard and trowelled smooth including cost and conveyance of
materials, labour charges etc. complete
m2 White washing two coats with white cement after rubbing and
cleaning the surface.

2186.87

211.73
14

180

m2

Finishing walls with cement water proof paint coating on old
surface two coats.
321.04

15

16

4750 m2

4750 m2

CONTRACTOR

Removing white or colour wash by scrapping, sand papering,
washing and preparing the surface smooth including necessary
repairs to scratches etc. complete of compound wall as per
diredction.
Finishing the walls with Acrylic Smooth exterior paint of required
shade two coats to old work of compound wall as per direction of
Engineer in charge.

(Rs. One hundred and
twenty Eight & Ps.
Twenty two only
(Rs. Seven thousand two
hundred and Eighty four
& Ps. Seventy four only
(Rs. Two thousand one
hundred and Eighty six &
Ps. Eighty seven only
(Rs.Two hundred and
Eleven & Ps. Seventy
three only
(Rs. Three hundred and
twenty one & Ps. four
only

m3

230581.00
3500.00

10dm3

38466.00

Qtl

16391.00

10m2

47018.00

10m2

3811.00

10m2

5779.00

2.67

(Rs. Two & Ps. Sixty
seven only

m2

12683.00

64.46

(Rs. Sixty four & Ps.
Forty Sixt only

m2

306185.00

CHIEF ENGINEER

17

18

19

20

21

33

m2

1020 m3

510

340

68

Fabrication supply and fixing compound gate of size 4.50mx1.80m
made out of 40mm B class GI pipe for outer frames, covering with
22g GI sheet, fixing the sheet using 25x5mm MS flat on both sides,
providing and fixing arrows with 12mm sqare rod at the top to a
height of 20cm 10cm c/c, including all cost, conveyance charges
including providing necessary kondies and locking arrangements,
painting with synthetic enamel paint after applying a coat of
priming coat etc. including fixing in position etc. complete as per
drawing and direction of Engineer in charge.
Foming roadway with gravelly earth with all leads and lifts by
spreading in longitudinal layers of uniform thickness over the full
width watering, scarifying to get optimum moisture content and
compacting in layers not exceeding 20 cm (loose thickness) using
power roller, satisfying compaction tests including trimming slopes
to lines and levels etc. complete.

2232.00

(Rs. Two thousand two
hundred and thirty two
only

m2

73656.00

753.65

(Rs. Seven hundred and
fifty three & Ps. Sixty five
only
m3

768723.00

m3

m3

m3

Sectioning upto 150mm and forming the surface of new roads
Suppying&stacking 60mm graded metal (7:3) broken stone in
standard heaps for measurement including cost, conveyance etc.
complete.
Supplying and stacking red earth for blinding materials in standard
heaps for mesurement including cost, conveyance etc. complete

216.78

1111.13

447.35

CONTRACTOR

(Rs. Two hundred and
sixteen & Ps. Seventy
eight only
10m3
(Rs. One thousand one
hundred and eleven & Ps.
thirteen only
m3
(Rs. Four hundred and
forty seven & Ps. Thirty
five only
m3

11056.00

377784.00

30420.00

CHIEF ENGINEER

22

3400 m2

Metalling the roadway 100mm spread thickness compacted to
75mm using departmental broken stone (graded in the ratio 7:3 of
60 mm and 36 mm) 1m3 per 10 sq.m and departmental blinding
materials (0.2 m3 per 10sq.m), bed rolling, spreading broken stone
to template, rolling dry to compaction from sides to center until the
movement of broken stone ceases, watering profusely and rolling
until the fines cream upand filled the voids of the stones, then
spreading the gravelly earth and sweeping in to the joints, watering
and re rolling until the gravelly earth has worked in to all the
cervices and only a thin coat of slurry remains, then take off the
roller and allow to set to harden for 24 hours and rerolling the next
day until any deformity is rectified, including fencing, lighting,
watching and maintaining the surface free of ruts for 15 days after
completion
PAC

851.86

(Rs. Eight hundred and
fifty one & Ps. Eighty six
only
10m2
Rs.

289632.00
2473015.00

(Rs. Twenty Four lakhs Seventy three thousand and fifteen only)

CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR

CHIEF ENGINEER

CHIEF ENGINEER

NATIONAL GAMES SECRETARIAT, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
NAME OF WORK: GAMES VILLAGE AT MENAMKULAM - CONSTRUCTION OF INTERNAL (WBM) ROAD, PROTECTION WORK
AROUND TREES AND PAINTING COMPOUND WALL

I/We agree to carry out the work (1) at estimate rate …………………………………………………….
(2) at …………………………………………………………...% below the estimate (in figure & words)
(3) at……..…….……………………………………………….% above the estimate (in figure & words).

** Tender excess/deduction will not be applicable for market rate items in the schedule of contract

Signature of Tenderer
Name………………..
Address……………….

CONTRACTOR

CHIEF ENGINEER

